
Campaigns rely on competitive intelligence to guide spending
decisions and stay informed of opponents’ expenditures and
messaging. Linear spending is regulated by the FCC. Facebook
and Google spending is available via their respective
transparency reports. The Problem: There is no comparable
platform for Connected Television (CTV) disclosures even as
voters increasingly cut the cord. This trend has led to political
advertisers increasingly allocating resources to CTV platforms to                  
. reach voters unreachable on linear

platforms. Campaigns need a
source of competitive intelligence to
monitor the weight and messaging
their opponents are putting onto
CTV while still tracking linear
competitive in a way that is easy and
comprehensive.

We leveraged our database
consisting of tens of thousands
of distinct political television ads
to collaborate with third-party
vendors by using Automated
Content Recognition (ACR)
software to match broadcast ad
creative to CTV airings. This
data allowed nearly 100 clients
to track over $1B in political ad
spending in 2022 across more
than 10,000 unique ads. CTV
spending consisted of just under
14% of all political spending for
the year that would have
previously gone untracked. This
data was integrated with our
existing data suite to provide a
solution tracking creative and
competitive across linear,
digital, and CTV avenues in one
platform.
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We detect CTV impressions by matching linear television
creatives using ACR technology combing through a panel
consisting of 20 million Smart TVs. Impressions are
tracked and modeled by market to provide full estimates of
impressions and dollars by ad. This provides end-to-end
insights to subscribers within one day of actual TV viewing
events. This data is then presented with our competitive
platform to provide comprehensive information on the
creative and competitive for all advertisers in a given race
– opposition or friendly. You can easily sort through
competitive across all platforms, or dive in deep to see
exactly what is happening at a granular level.
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Competitive Intelligence

The first questions we answer
is who is on air, how much
are they spending, and
where that spending is
targeted. The Race Summary
view allowed our clients to
quickly judge whether they
had an advantage or
disadvantage in the total
amount spent with full
interactive capability to dive
in deeper by market or
media type.

Product Case Study:
2022 Arizona Senate Race

CTV tracking data is fully integrated within our product suite and delivered to inform on
two key factors: competitive intelligence and creative tracking. 

For more granular insights we offer a competitive spending chart allowing for a comparison of
linear, digital, and CTVspending in one view. Peruse spending at the week level, or dive all the
way down to see spending on a station by day. This allowed our clients to examine top-level
trends and deep dive into areas of potential vulnerability as needed. This data could then be
exported to excel or pdf for further circulation. 

At a Glance

Deep Dive



Creative Tracking
This intelligence is not merely at the advertiser-market level. Spending and impressions are linked
back to the actual creatives playing on television allowing clients to see exactly what messages are
being delivered, and at what weight, on CTV. Easily compare total impressions delivered for a
piece of creative on broadcast vs. CTV or filter down to just see the creatives that are being run
on CTV.

Television and CTV

Messaging Analysis

Product Case Study:
2022 Arizona Senate Race

Easily navigate between linear
televsion and CTV creatives to see
how long they were on air for, how
much was spent on them, and the
total GRPs or impressions delivered
respectively. Our clients were able to
quickly sort ads by how much weight
they were receiving and easily click
on an ad to see where it was running
and share the creative with their own
clients.

Beyond merely viewing the ads themselves our clients were able to analyze the text of the ads to
determine how often they were being attacked on certain key terms. The audio of each television
and CTV ad is translated into text which is then made searchable. Our client was able to
determine how often they were being attacked on key issues.



Digital Creative

The Impact

Product Case Study:
2022 Arizona Senate Race

Digital (Facebook and Google) creative was also delivered to allow the client to identify not just
who was spending on these platforms and how much, but how much of their budgets were
allocated to Fundraising vs. Persuasion. Ads could easily be segmented based on what the client
was looking for to examine individual fundraising vs. persuasion ads separately. 

Our solution allowed over 100 clients to analyze $8.9B in spending and over 87,000 pieces of
creative across 5,200 races in all 50 states leading to better informed decisions and more
accurate decision making.


